Click to Calm
for Instructors
Solutions for Dog Reactivity & Aggression

COURSE GUIDE

1. Creating Structure and Building Trust
   • Closing the Communication Gap
   • Disrupting Old Patterns, Launching New Ones
   • Incorporating Home Management

2. Laying the Groundwork
   • Clicker Training: The Universal Language
   • Setting up a Productive Clicker Training Session

3. Teaching the Basics

4. Teaching Emergency Behaviors

5. A Spectrum of Problems
   • What’s the Problem?
   • Work for Change

6. Implementing Click to Calm
   • The Process of Clicking with a Reactive Dog
   • Setting Up a Training Session
   • Putting it All Together
   • When it All Goes Wrong

7. When the Dog is Uncomfortable
   • Tailor Emergency Behaviors to the Situation
   • How Click to Calm Helps Dogs Sensitive to People

8. Solving Specific Dog-People Issues
   • Drama at the Door
   • When People Come to Visit
   • Resource-Guarding

9. When the Dog is Uncomfortable
   • Tailor Emergency Behaviors to the Situation
   • How Click to Calm Helps Dogs Sensitive to Other Dogs
   • The Click to Calm Process

10. Solving Specific Dog-Dog Issues
    • Parallel Walking
    • When People with Dogs Come to Visit

11. Managing a Multi-Dog Household
    • Team Training
    • Foundation Behaviors for Multiple Dogs
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https://learning.karenpryoracademy.com/?KeyName=Click%20to%20Calm%20Demo